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HEADLINE: Governor has dream money machine;  
Wealth, charisma and network to transfer funds help Schwarzenegger get what he wants. 
 
BYLINE: By JIM HINCH and RONALD CAMPBELL, The Orange County Register 
 
To keep their boss from going blind, Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger's team of professional fund-
raisers hit on an elegantly simple idea: a stack of cards. 
 
Before Schwarzenegger makes his entrance at one of the many fund-raisers he has held since 
assuming office, aides hand out about 80 cards entitling eager donors to a photo with the 
governor -- thus limiting the blinding flashbulb pops Schwarzenegger endures before wading 
into crowds who pay thousands of dollars apiece for a few precious minutes with the most 
powerful man in the state. 
 
The cards are a small but telling symbol of the unparalleled sophistication and success of 
Schwarzenegger's fund- raising apparatus, an apparatus guided by a governor who promised 
voters he was rich enough to stride into Sacramento and sweep away its special-interest money 
politics. 
 
Since announcing his candidacy in August, Schwarzenegger has raised $28,323,000 from most 
of California's largest special interests -- corporations, utilities, insurers, HMOs and countless 
other organizations that do business with the state or are affected by its regulations.  
 
The total -- equivalent to $127,000 for every day of his short political career -- is larger than the 
general-fund budget of the city of Seal Beach and enough to send 396 students to the University 
of California, Irvine, for four years, all expenses paid. 
 
In his first four months after taking office, Schwarzenegger raised $10.3 million to pay off 
campaign debts and promote his agenda -- more than 10 times as much as the $832,000 Gov. 
Gray Davis raised in the four months after his 2000 re-election. 
 
Voters ousted Davis in part because they perceived him as obsessed with political cash. 
 
The money has gone into a network of bank accounts and a lobbying committee. The network is 
complex, making it difficult at times to trace the money's source. 
 
Critics claim that hundreds of thousands of dollars in donations from HMOs, drug companies 



and insurance firms have persuaded Schwarzenegger to fast-track health- care company mergers, 
stonewall importation of cheap drugs from Canada and keep rate regulation out of workers' 
compensation reform. 
 
Schwarzenegger aides dismiss such accusations. 
 
``I don't know how much money (Schwarzenegger) is worth, but I think he's probably set for 
life,'' said Marty Wilson, who heads Schwarzenegger's fund-raising operation. ``A $20,000 
contribution is not going to persuade him to do something that he thinks is counter to the 
interests of the people of California.'' 
 
`an old pro' 
 
At the start of the recall campaign, media accounts and Schwarzenegger's own words portrayed 
the actor as an outsider who would have to scramble to put together a credible campaign 
operation. 
 
In fact, by the time he declared his candidacy on ``The Tonight Show With Jay Leno,'' 
Schwarzenegger had been working closely with California's Republican fund-raising 
establishment for 20 years. 
 
A few weeks before the Leno announcement, Schwarzenegger raked in $150,000 at a San 
Francisco fund-raiser to pay off debts incurred during his 2002 campaign to pass Prop 49, the 
after-school-program initiative. 
 
At the event, organized by longtime Republican fund- raiser Kristin Hueter, Schwarzenegger 
gave guests a sneak preview of his movie ``Terminator 3'' and laughed about buffing up for a 
shot of his nude backside. 
 
Schwarzenegger ``is an old pro when it comes to fund raising,'' said Hueter, adding that she still 
has pictures of Schwarzenegger at Pete Wilson fund-raisers she organized in the mid-1980s. ``He 
has been toiling in this vineyard generously helping others for 20-some years.'' 
 
The experience has paid off. Armed with a thick Rolodex of contacts, Schwarzenegger quickly 
raised $15 million to get himself elected. He spent an additional $10.5 million of his own money 
-- nearly half of it from loans he planned to pay back from campaign contributions until a judge 
earlier this year ruled the loans illegal and ordered Schwarzenegger to pay them back himself, 
which he did. 
 
A few days after the Oct. 7 recall election, top members of Schwarzenegger's campaign team sat 
down to devise an unprecedented fund-raising plan that would let the telegenic governor raise 
unlimited sums to promote his agenda through nonstop campaign-style media events and ballot 
initiatives. 
 
The California Recovery Team, Schwarzenegger's name for his fund-raising operation, is a dual 
grass-roots lobbying corporation and ballot initiative bank account -- a pairing never attempted 



by a California governor. 
 
Because the account is tied to a broad agenda, not to Schwarzenegger's candidacy for office, it is 
exempt from the $21,200 contribution limit to individual politicians. 
 
And it can be used for almost any purpose, from promoting a budget-balancing bond measure to 
sending Schwarzenegger to an environmental news conference in a hydrogen-powered car. 
 
Critics say the arrangement violates the spirit of campaign laws, since there is little difference 
between contributing to Schwarzenegger and contributing to a bank account he uses to promote 
his agenda. 
 
Schwarzenegger rebuts such claims. Last week his campaign lawyer sent a letter opposing a state 
watchdog commission's proposal to place contribution limits on accounts such as the Recovery 
Team. Schwarzenegger would be ``hamstrung'' by the limits, the letter said. 
 
On Friday, the commission voted to impose the limits -- but not till November, giving 
Schwarzenegger time to find a way around them, which he could do simply by taking his name 
off the Recovery Team's title. 
 
IMMENSE POWER 
 
Though Schwarzenegger frequently invokes the ``the people'' as his chief asset, the true source of 
his power is unrivaled fund raising -- coupled with political savvy and charm, said Bob Stern, 
president of the Center for Governmental Studies, a Los Angeles political-reform think tank. 
While most legislators struggle to raise money just for their own re-election, Schwarzenegger 
commands an immense stockpile of cash he can aim at any issue. 
 
During the election, Schwarzenegger gave the impression ``that he didn't like (fund raising), he 
was going to change business as usual and propose reforms,'' Stern said. ``He hasn't changed 
things. He's perfected what (Gray) Davis has done.'' 
 
During the workers' compensation debate, Schwarzenegger frequently threatened to throw his 
weight behind a grass- roots reform ballot initiative. 
 
Though appearing to show a groundswell of popular support, the initiative was carefully 
cultivated by the governor from its inception. 
 
It was drafted by Joel Fox, a former Schwarzenegger campaign aide. And when a rival initiative 
appeared, sponsored by a Kern County agribusiness family that had hosted a recall fund- raiser 
for Schwarzenegger, the governor dispatched Marty Wilson in January to negotiate a joining of 
forces. 
 
The combined ballot mea sure listed its sponsor as the Small Business Action Committee, a 
grass-roots lobbying organization started by Fox in 2003 with seed money from the Irvine Co., 
among other sources. But it was controlled by Wilson and bolstered by $1.7 million from the 



California Recovery Team. 
 
While Schwarzenegger warned legislators not to thwart the people's will, he was paying 
professional signature gatherers up to $4 per signature to qualify the reform initiative for the 
ballot. 
 
As soon as lawmakers passed a bill, the Recovery Team turned its attention elsewhere. Already 
Schwarzenegger has created a new bank account to fight two gambling measures on the 
November ballot. The Recovery Team will provide seed money for the account. 
 
Wilson said critics' claims that Schwarzenegger wields too much power miss the point. 
 
``Nobody likes reading stories in the newspaper about how much money we raise. That's not the 
message we want to get out there. But the simple fact is, is that if the governor was not raising 
money and doing what he was doing, we would not have the kinds of reforms'' Schwarzenegger 
has accomplished. 
 
Schwarzenegger, said Wilson, is ``very involved'' in fund raising. He ``knows where the dollars 
go. And if he doesn't know, he asks enough questions that he gets it out of you. ... He is very 
attuned to who his donors are.'' 
 
More informal era 
 
Like most Republican politicians, Schwarzenegger works closely with a handful of professional 
Republican fund raisers who have, by tacit agreement, carved the state into territories where they 
know the likely donors and are hired by local politicians to stage fund-raising events. 
 
The fund-raisers -- all women -- are the professional descendants of a more informal era of fund 
raising, when wives of wealthy Republicans hosted dinners and cocktail parties to benefit local 
politicians. 
 
Most of the women who work for Schwarzenegger -- including Renee Croce, chief fund-raiser 
for the California Recovery Team, and Wendy Cantor Hailes, who raises money in Orange 
County -- either didn't return phone calls or declined to be interviewed for this story. 
 
Kristin Hueter, who covers the Bay area for Schwarzenegger, said raising money for him is a 
novel professional experience because ``there were so many people who wanted to give.'' Hueter 
said she got donations mailed from as far away as Ohio, where Schwarzenegger helped raise 
money for after-school programs. 
 
At the same time, big businesses and other traditional Republican donors, finding one of their 
own in the governor's office, have poured cash into Schwarzenegger's bank account. Democrats 
who held off before the recall for fear of Davis' wrath also have given. 
 
``Those of us who've been around the game a long time (joke that Schwarzenegger is) the one 
candidate where we do events that people actually want to go to the events,'' said Wilson. 



 
``It's very much, really, like dealing with a president.'' 
 
Wilson said Schwarzenegger plans to spend the summer raising more money -- at least $1 
million but probably more, depending on how active he wants to be in November elections. 
 
``We kind of do our finance plan on probably a two- to three-month advance basis, and we talk 
to him about that and say: `Here's what we think we're going to do. We're going to go to so and 
so and ask them to host this, you know.' And, you know, he has a lot of input into that,'' said 
Wilson. 
 
``By all measures, I don't think he is doing anything other than what he pledged, which is to put 
the people's interests first.'' 
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